
Collectif Specialises in vintage inspired clothing, spanning the 1940s, 50s, 60s, & 70s, across 
womenswear, menswear, accessories and footwear. Our retro clothing draws on our favourite 
styles from stand-out fashion eras; including the pin-up paradise of the 1950s and stylish 
Hollywood glamour. Designed in London by our in-house team, our collections feature a 
unique mix of bespoke prints, unique embroideries and timeless styles that have become 
synonymous with our brand. 

Versatility and originality pervade Collectif’s design philosophy and is perfect for those 
looking for something different. We combine new fashion trends with classic Vintage styles, 
along with a good splash of rock and roll! For us, our collections are more than fashion, they 
are about creating a timeless sense of romance and glamour set against an unconventional 
background 

Collectif is a member of the eBay VeRO Programme. As an eBay VeRO member Collectif 
reviews items for sale on eBay on a daily basis. To prevent customer confusion and 
disinformation of others, Collectif are enforcing the eBay VeRO policies with regards to the 
use of intellectual property & Trademarks on eBay. 

Collectif have worked hard as a brand since 2000 from our Camden market stall to where we 
are today therefore, we must protect our intellectual property and rights from abuse. Collectif 
controls all design from manufacturing to advertising to ensure we obtain the highest level 
and quality of our products. 

However, in all cases the use of Collectif images, graphics and logos cannot be used to 
promote items for sale. Anyone who is seen to be using Collectif images, logos, content or 
marketing materials without permission may be liable for copyright infringement, (unless as a 
reseller and have obtained prior permission) 

As a seller, you have the responsibility to ensure that your auctions do not violate the 
intellectual property rights and Trademarks of Collectif  

Should you have any questions on this or have noticed a violation please 
email shop@collectiflondon.com. 
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